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The HISTORICAL BACKGROUND to this 

unique military vehicle seems to be a little 
cloudy and occasionally contradictory. It 
would seem that initial development began 
as a private civilian project. In 1938 the 
NSU motorcycle company began the design 
of a small tractor with tremendous off-road 
capability. This vehicle was intended for use 
in the civilian forestry and agricultural mar-
kets. Up until that time these functions had 
been fulfilled by antiquated methods such 
as horses or steam tractors with winches 
but some conditions even precluded the use 
of these methods. 
 

Initial design and development was based 
upon the work of Dipl.Ing Heinrich Kniep-
kamp (HK) who in 1929 patented a small 
half-track for such purposes. 
 

NSU in their designs, departed from the 
more ―German‖ and complex half-track de-
signs however the outbreak of war stopped 
all work and the ―Civilian‖ Kettenkrad never 
left the early design stages. 
 

When the German Army, the Wehrmacht 
became aware of NSU’s concepts they ini-
tially showed little or no interest due to the 
relatively poor towing capacity of only 
500kg. However within only a few months 
they ordered 70 vehicles for trial purposes.  
 

The trials revolved around several different 
design concepts until the most suitable be-
came apparent and the first ―O‖ series pro-
duction vehicles were delivered for en-
hanced troop trials. It seems that during 
design, between eleven and thirteen 
different prototype vehicles were produced. 
Some were wooden mock-ups, some a 
mixture of wood and metal but most were 
running vehicles.  
 

All prototypes and trials vehicles featured 
the single front wheel arrangement. Other 
differences were mainly with the front fork 
and track wheel designs, wire spokes, cast 
spokes or plain flat discs were all tested, as 

well as having one less or one more axle 
than finally used, different diameter wheels 
and various body shapes were also 
considered. All of this design work resulted 

The material contained in 
this profile has been gath-
ered from freely available or 
previously published 
sources. Photographs have 
not been credited as most 
of these are wartime photo-
graphs and tracing the 
source is impossible. This 
publication is not for finan-
cial gain and therefore does 
not infringe any copyright 
restrictions 

in a tractor weighing 1280 kg. 3 m long x 1m 
wide and 1.2m tall. 
 

The vehicle was officially adopted into the Ger-
man Army on 21st July 1941 as the SdKfz 2 
and reached front line troops in 1942. It is prob-
able that trials vehicles reached combat areas 
well before this time but this is conjecture only. 
 

It was decided that the Kettenkrad was most 
ideally suited to the Gerbisjager or Mountain 
troops who required a light artillery tractor. This 
function was also a requirement of the Fall-
schirmjager (para-troops), they also adopted 
the vehicle in number as it could also be para-
chuted into hostile terrain or landed by JU-52 
transport aircraft. 

 
In summary the Kettenkrad was born from the 
concept of a specialised tool for a proposed 
civilian market yet only existed in a military 
form from which it evolved to possess an al-
most iconic status; coveted & prized by its in-
tended users, enemy forces and collectors of 
today. 
 
 

 

Series Overview: 

This the first of 6 vehicle and 

aircraft profiles is intended to 

provide the readership with 

more of an insight of specific 

Beech Restorations projects. 

Whilst the newsletter provides 

general news, information and 

interesting technical snippets, 

this series will explore in 

depth the technical and his-

torical aspects of the subject 

vehicle or aircraft. 
 

The series is not intended to 

be a complete definitive tech-

nical or historical publication 

and it should be read in con-

junction with other available 

sources on the subject. We 

hope you will enjoy this series 

of which will appear occasion-

ally as supplements to our 

current newsletters. 
 

1. Kettenkrad   

 by P. Turland 
2. T-6 Harvard  

 by B. Brown 
3. Beech 18      

 by P. Turland 
4. Jeep            

by A. Marshall 
5. Kubelwagen  

by P. Turland 
6. Fairy Battle   

by A. Marshall 



PROTOTYPES 

Design Mock-up incorporating some 
production vehicle concepts 

Pre-production vehicle undergoing 
fording and cross country evaluation 

Two major production variations existed, the second 
was the Sd kfz 2/1 which carried two large field tele-
phone cable reels mounted on a tubular framework fixed 
immediately over the engine bay.  
 

A trailer could also be towed which contained two addi-
tional identical cable drums (Sd Ah 1/1). 
 

Sd kfz 2/2 carried one small field telephone cable reel 
mounted similarly to the 2/1, plus more in the trailer 
(SdAh 1/2). 

Production VariantsProduction VariantsProduction Variants   

5 Kettenkrad’s of what appears to be a Mountain unit. 
Somewhere behind the lines evidenced by the lack of Hel-
mets and weapons. 
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The kettenkrad possesses 

excellent speed, good 

range and superb off-road 

capability.  

 

There were however limita-

tions which today still plague 

the owner of one of these 

vehicles. The centre of gravity 

is relatively high and great 

care must be taken when 

turning on slopes as the vehi-

cle may topple over killing or 

severely injuring the driver 

DESIGN FEATURES: DESIGN FEATURES: DESIGN FEATURES: The finalised design comprised a 

two piece welded boat-like hull. Handlebar steering attached, to a single front fork and 
wheel assembly. This aided to support the vehicle when climbing or ditch/trench 
crossing as the hull is far longer than that supported by the track.  
 

The handlebars are connected to a pair of crossing actuating rods, which in turn are 
connected to drum brakes on the differential. The steering action of the handlebars 
pulls and pushes these rods thus applying braking pressure to the opposite track. 
Turning to the right results in the right brake being applied, the left track takes over 
traction and the vehicle turns to the right. This operated after about 12 degrees of 
movement of the handlebars.  
 

Standard Automotive components provided the power train with an Opel Olympia, 1.5 
litre, 36 HP, 4 cylinder water-cooled petrol engine. This was connected to a 3 forward 
1 reverse speed gearbox with high and low ratio gearbox, final drives provided the 
power to the drive sprockets. The engine and radiator had no direct air flow over them 
hence a shaft driven cooling fan and air-duct trunking was installed at the rear end of 
the body tub to ensure that air was forced forwards over the radiator. 
 

Typical German torsion bar suspension provided excellent cross-country floatation, 
the ride being very smooth even over very rough terrain. 
 

Sidelights were fitted to the front mudguard extensions however these too were later 
deleted. 
 

The front mudguard carried the number plate, Notek night lamp & headlamp assem-
blies. Later, the headlamp was deleted thus leaving the Notek blackout light as the 
only means of night-time illumination.  
 

From experience I can assure you this is almost useless and the headlamp should 
have been retained.  
 

Note: the front wheel and mudguard could be removed without dramatically altering 
the vehicles off-road capability.  

These vehicles are  un-

dergoing troop agility 

trials.  

 

The kettenkrad performed 

very well under all terrain 

conditions and was re-

nowned and loved by it’s 

crews for being able to get 

them out of the most diffi-

cult of situations.   
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Construction Modifications Construction Modifications Construction Modifications    
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Year Modification 

1941  idler wheel changed from a large diameter 8 
spoke wheel to a smaller diameter 6 spoke wheel. 

1941  8 spoke inner track double wheels changed to 6 
spokes. 

1941  oil pressure light becomes a binnacle mounted 
dial meter @ chassis no 110016.  

1941  carburettor changes from an Opel to a Solex de-
sign @ chassis no 110501. 

1941  airfilter design changes from 1st pattern to 2nd 
pattern @ chassis no 110501. 

1941  dynamo design is changed from 1st pattern to 2nd 
pattern @ chassis no 110501. 

1941  rear air intake design changes from 1st pattern to 
2nd pattern @ chassis no 110543 

1942  oil pressure meter is deleted @ chassis no 
110551.  

1942  front fork design is changed from 1st pattern to 
2nd pattern @ chassis no 111021 

1942  silencer design is changed @ chassis no 111027.  

1942  dashboard changed from a flat panel to a shallow 
slope @ chassis no 111301 

1942  rear air intake design changes from 2nd pattern to 
3rd pattern @ chassis no 111515. 

1942  rear number plate changed from angled corners to 
oblong @ chassis no 111515.  

1942  starter motor is changed from a foot operated 
mechanical start to an electric start. 

1942  outer single wheel hole sizes became smaller and 
the pressed spokes became less well defined.  

1942  exhaust pipe cover is changed @ chassis no 
111568. 

1943  50 mm dia water temperature gauge became 60 
mm diameter @ chassis no 11 1796. 

1943  winterisation kit is fitted to all new made vehicles 
and retro fitted accessory if required.  

1943  rear side rails are filled-in with steel panelling 

1944  headlamp deleted.  

1944  the front fork dampening is changed from a ten-
sional spring to hydraulic 

1944  side mudguards deleted.  

------- front body hook positions changed from high to 
low  

------- front side lights deleted.  

------- front wheel mudguard changed design and the 
support stays changed from round to flat in sec-
tion 

Captured Kettenkrad; One of the early vehicles sent to North 
Africa and used by the famous Ramcke Brigade. This vehi-
cle is still in existence at the Bovingdon Tank Museum Dorst. 

Field Modifications 

Winterisation kit, applied to all vehicles at the factory after 
early 1943.  This consisted of an extension to the radiator 
water piping and a petrol heater to heat up this water before 
starting the engine.  
 

Two small petrol heaters for placing alongside the battery to 
keep it warm and also a canvas insulation cover fitted over 
the entire battery locker box. Modifications were also applied 
to the fuel system around the engine, so that fuel or alcohol 
could be introduced directly into the carburettor before at-
tempting to turn the engine over. Optionally applied air duct-
ing was also available, that when fitted, was used to conduct 
warm air from the hot side of the cooling unit at the rear, for-
wards, to the drivers compartment. 
 

Snow chains could also be fitted. 40 chains per vehicle and 
these were intended to be applied to every other track link. 
Additionally the drive sprockets 48 rubber segments in con-
tact with the track needed to be replaced by hollow cast steel 
segments to resist the extra abrasion and allow for the addi-
tional bulk of these chains.  
 

Track Extension Plates could also be added for each track 
link in order to reduce ground pressure for either muddy or 
snow conditions. 
 

An additional steel fabricated storage box could be mounted 
directly above the engine compartment, this pressed steel 
box appears to have been manufactured in two different 
heights.  

N S U  H K 1 0 1  S D K F Z  2  K E T T E N K R A D  Under New Management 

During the Kettenkrad production there were a number 
of constructional modifications introduced. Some were to 
save on precious raw materials, others were introduced 
to speed up manufacture. 
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ControlsControlsControls   
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Each track link comprises of a hollow casting with integral guide horn and grease reser-
voir.  A dry track pin connects each link to its neighboring link and each link is capped with 
a steel shoe to which is bonded a rubber block. This block is sacrificial and requires re-
placement when worn.  
 

Needle bearings within the each track link are lubricated from the grease reservoir and 
require re-greasing periodically. This part of the kettenkrad is very costly and should be 
well maintained at all times. Inspection of loose or missing track pin nuts is essential. 
 

The Kettenkrad tracks perform 
extremely well under all conditions. 
They managed to provide enough 
traction to the kettenkrad for it to 
extricate itself from most situations. 
For additional grip snow chains 
could be fitted to each track shoe 
but this option seems to be some-
what rare. Further to this additional 
Snow plates were occasionally 
used. 
 

It seems that the links with these 
snow plates were provided as track 
sets. These are also rare (as are all kettenkrad parts) and nowadays if they are found the 
extra plate is usually ground off. Each track link has the NSU logo cast into it. 

TracksTracksTracks   

1 Clutch Pedal 
2 Floorboard 
3 Steering Brake 
4 Brake Rod 
5 Handbrake 
6 Air Flap Lever 
7 Gear Ratio Selector 
8 Left Fuel Cap 
9 Left Kneepad 
10 Gear Dataplate 
11 First Aid Kit Box 
12 Differential 
13 Ignition Switch 
14 Rev-Counter 
15 Choke 
16 Reverse Gear Flap 
17 Temp Gauge 
18 Gear Lever 
19 Fork Friction Knob 
20 Headlamp 
21 Indicator Light 
22 Indicator Selector 
23 Speedometer 
24 Notek Lamp Control 
25 Tool Container 
26 Light switch 
27 Horn Button 
28 Warning Lamp 
29 Throttle 
30 Right Kneepad 
31 Light Socket 
32 Right Fuel Cap 
33 Brake Rod 
34 Steering Rod 
35 Brake Connector 
36 Floorboard 
37 Brake Pedal 

1 Link Assembly 
2 Link Body 
3 Track Shoe 
4 M8 Spring Washer 
5 M8x25 Bolt 
6 Bearing 
7 Bearing Housing 
8 Bearing Core 
9 Needle Bearings 
10 Washer 
11 Seal 
12 Retaining Ring 
13 Outer Cover 
14 Grease Nipple 
15 Set Screw 
16 Track pin 
17 Washer 
18 M12 Spring Washer 
19 M12 Nut 
20 Snow Extension 

N S U  H K 1 0 1  S D K F Z  
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The differential is of the braked type: Drum brakes are linked to the handle-

bars by a series of rods and levers. Turning the handlebars to the left actu-

ates the left drum brake on the differential thus braking the left track. The 

right track through the differential then has priority thus turning the vehicle to 

the left.  The opposite happens if turning Right. 

The differential is very prone to oil leaks. Oil seeps out of the differential, 

along the drive shafts and then flows into the drum brake. This has the effect 

of loss of steering on the side the oil has leaked into.  

Wartime designers overcame this leakage to a degree by installing a small 

oil leakage overflow pipe into the oil seal carrier on the brake plate. This 

directed leaking oil behind the plate into the bottom the vehicle. This only 

had limited success. 

Should oil bypass the oil overflow pipes and contaminate the brakes it is 
impossible to gain access to the seals or the drums from inside the vehicle. 
Removal of the engine, gearbox and differential is the only way to gain ac-
cess to effect the necessary repairs.  
 

This is one of the few shortcomings of the Kettenkrad and would be impossi-
ble to correct under fire. Vehicle recovery would be required and repairs 
made under workshop conditions.  Hopefully suitable spares would be avail-
able to units issued with this vehicle. 

SteeringSteeringSteering   

The diagram right illustrates the layout 
of the transmission and indicates how 
it is connected to the final reduction 
drive boxes which are bolted to the 
vehicle hull. 

Gearbox Gearbox Gearbox  

Visible in this “restoration” photograph is the 
differential nestling in the lower forward por-
tion of the hull. Linked through half-shafts 
and final drive units the differential provides 
motive power directly to the drive sprockets. 
 

Also visible here are the drum brakes, oil 
breather/filler, dipstick and gearbox connec-
tion interface. 

The kettenkrad has 3 forward and one reverse gear. Further to this it has a 
high and low range which gives the vehicle 6 forward speeds and 2 reverse.  
 

 
Gear Ratios: 
 

On Road— 
 
1st 1:60.6 
2nd 1:39.7 
3rd 1:24.4 
R 1:48.7 
 
Off-Road— 
 
1st 1:10.51 
2nd 1:6.89 
3rd 1:4.23 
R 1:8.46 

P R O F I L E  # 1  

Liquid Capacities 

Coolant Water 14 Litres 

Hydraulic 
Shock  

0.115 L Brake Fluid 
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Performance Data  

Trailer Load  450 Kg 

Speed on Road @ 3,000 rpm  61.5 kph  

Maximum Speed  70 kph 

Range with Full Tanks  250 km 

Climbing Ability in Loose 
Sand  with Trailer Load 

 12 degrees 

Climbing Ability In Loose 
Sand without Trailer Load 

 24 degrees 

Fuel Consumption (On Road)  16 litres/100 km 

Fuel Consumption Off-Road  22 litres/100 km 

SUSPENSION: SUSPENSION: SUSPENSION: The suspension for the 

Kettenkrad followed the same tried tested and reliable torsion 
bar method. 2 steel bars provided the suspension for each 
opposing pair of road-wheels. Each bar was anchored in the 
hull at the end opposite the wheel. The wheel end of the bar 
terminated in a swinging arm assembly which contained a 
tufnol bearing & held the axle on which the road-wheel is 
mounted. 
 

The torsion bar 
tunnels did inter-
fere with the 
smooth floor of the 
vehicle thus all or 
the engine and 
transmission, par-
ticularly the engine 
oil-sump had to fit 
between the tun-
nels. 
 

This view clearly 
shows the 4 tun-
nels in which the torsion bars are fitted. Also visible is the en-
gine mount for the 4 cylinder Opel power-plant. 
 

Each torsion bar is mounted above the other in each tunnel, 
this necessitates setting of the opposing swinging arms to 
different heights to provide a level vehicle. Thankfully meas-
urements of swing arm setting heights are provided in the 
maintenance manual. 

Track 

Designation Zpw 51/170/120 

Width 170 mm 

Spacing 120 mm 

Number of Links 40 per side 

Length of One Track 4.8 m 

Length of Track in Contact with 
Ground  

820 mm 

Rubber Block Type W02 

Assembly Contractor 

Engine Adam Opel A.G. of Russelheim am Main. 

Carburettor Initially Opel A.G., but later replaced by 
Deutsche Vergaser-Gesellschaft of Berlin 
(Solex) . 

Electrical Robert Bosch G.m.b.H. Stuttgart, Nova-
Technik G.m.b.H. Munich and Osram 
G.m.b.H. Stuttgart . 

Air filter. Alfred Knecht K.G. of Stuggart . 

Steering controls.  Fischer A.G. of Frankfurt am Main . 

Brakes Deutsche Perrot-Bremse G.m.b.H. of 
Mannheim-Friedrichsfeld. 

P R O F I L E  # 1  
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Front Wheel   

Tyre Size  3.5 – 19 Kr 4611 

Air Pressure  1.7 atm 

 

Engine   

 Type  Opel 1.5 litre 

 Output @ 3,400 rpm  36 hp 

 Number of Cylinders  4 

 Bore  80 mm 

 Stroke  74 mm 

 Total Volume of  
 Cylinders (piston  
 displacement) 

 1,478 cm3 

 Firing Order  1-3-4-2 

 Mode of Operation  Four Stroke 

 Compression Ratio  1:6 

 Valve Play with  
 Warm Engine 

 

 I n l e t   0.2 mm 

 Outlet  0.3 mm 

 Lubrication  Pressure Lubrication by  
 Geared Pump 

 Ignition  Battery 

 Spark Control  Automatic 

 Carburettor  Solex Down-Draught 

 Engine Cooling  Water 

 Water Circulation  Pressure Circulation by  
 Vane Type Pump 

 Ventilator  Air Compressor 

 Generator  Type Bosch REDK 75/6  
 – 1600 AR24 

 Spark Pugs 14 DIN 72 502 Bosch W 
225 T 1 

 Starter  Bosch EGD/06/6 R 1 

 Battery  6 x 75 Kr.2311 (KAW –  
 Battery 3 Ad 75.6 Volt,  
 75 Amp. 6 Volt 

 

Capacities   

 Fuel  2 x 21 L = 42 L 

 Motor Oil (oil sump)  3.2 L 

 Level of Oil in Air filter  To Mark 

Front Forks Front Forks Front Forks A distinctive feature of 

the Kettenkrad was the front fork arrangement. This 
was designed to absorb the initial forces during 
crossing of ditches. The assembly comprises of 2 
heavy-duty springs fixed in a yoke arrangement to 
the front headstock of the hull.  

Fixed to the forks were cycle type handlebars, 
which were connected to the steering mechanism 
inside the hull.  A front mudguard was fitted with a 
Notek blackout convoy-driving lamp and number-
plate (later deleted). 
 

A mechanical steering anti shimmy damper was 
fitted to the top of the forks and friction (later Hy-
draulic) fork return damping was also fitted. 
 

The whole assembly was notoriously weak and this 
failure was never satisfactorily solved. 
 

It was possible (but not recommended) to drive the 
Kettenkrad without the front wheel. Wartime photo-
graphs do confirm this. 

P R O F I L E  # 1  
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This graphic illustrates the internal 

layout of the kettenkrad. The promi-

nent central air-filter is visible above 

the engine which runs axially front to 

back in the hull. Located at the rear of 

the hull is the coolant radiator to-

gether with its protective housing and 

air flap assembly. This directs hot air 

either to the atmosphere or back 

along a duct towards the driver. 
 

Gearbox and differential are located 

low down towards the front and con-

trol final drives and drum brakes for 

steering. Side sponsons contain both 

fuel tanks as well as tool and battery 

boxes. 
 

The graphic incorrectly shows a fire 

extinguisher fitted to the right hand 

locker box. In reality a grease con-

tainer was stored in this position. 

From The Manual: Track Maintenance  

Exhaust & Front Fork Details 

In some respects the Kettenkrad is a relatively complex vehicle. 
The torsion bar suspension whilst effective can be difficult to ad-
just correctly.  
 

The tracks are very high maintenance and prone to the ingress of 
dirt. Greasing is laborious and time consuming yet an essential 
preventative operation which must be carried out.  
 

The engine, gearbox & differential arrangement is very restrictive 
for maintenance & repair. Faults in the Differential, steering or 
gearbox necessitates removal of the entire drive train . 
 

With all of these disadvantages it is somewhat surprising the Ket-
tenkrad was so well loved. This could be due to the fact that 
other German halftracks were even more complex and this was 
easy in comparison or alternatively these were offset against the 
capabilities of the rugged Kettenkrad. 

Air-filter 

Radiator Housing 

Passenger Seat 
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Top: The NSU Factory using one 

of their products. 

Above: In Action  Probably in 

Russia Full Circle: The Gebirgskarette  
 

Later, the rejuvenated German 
Army needed a similar vehicle 
to perform the duties of the 
wartime vehicle. 
 

The German Federal Army 
commissioned NSU to design 
and build a vehicle which could 
be dropped by parachute, and 
transport crews into mountain-
ous  areas. Work on developing the vehicle was carried out in the 
50’s , the result was the Gebirgskarette  
 

The Gebirgskarette was an open full-tracked vehicle with 3,10 m 
length, width of 1,30 m and a 
height of 1,35m, It was pow-
ered by  a 4-Cylinder-Boxer 
Porsche engine. Between 1957 
and 1959 NSU built 3 proto-
types, which were tested from 
1960 to 1962.  
 

The vehicle proved to be a 
failure and no orders were ever 
received for production. It would seem that the NSU Kettenkrad in it’s 
original form could not be beaten. 
 

Just looking at the design of the Gebirgskarette there is a remarkable 
similarity to the original design concept which resulted in the Kettenk-
rad. (see page 2) 

Post-war Production After the war German 

agriculture and forestry was in somewhat of a shambles. Vehicle pro-
ductions lines were at a standstill or totally destroyed and farmers had 
only limited recourses with which to get this stared moving again on 
their farms. they needed small vehicles with good cross country per-
formance to continue their maintenance of the German forests. In 
1946 the occupying Allied Forces decided that the Kettenkrad was not 
a weapon of war and NSU were contracted by the German Land and 
Forestry Organisation, to re-open Kettenkrad production. Post-War a 
further 750 Kettenkrads were built under the pseudonym Waldschlep-
per or forest tractor.  
 

Production continued 
into 1947 with approxi-
mately 550 NSU Wald-
schlepper built.  
 

The only externally no-
ticeable difference from 
the 1945 WWII Kettenk-
rad was the replace-
ment of the front mud-
guard mounted Notek 
lamp with a regular 
headlamp. Most of 
these Waldschlepper were manufactured in a dark green colour and 
many had ―WALDSCHLEPPER‖ stencilled on the fuel tank sides. 
 

A second post-war manufacturer was Babiole, an off-shoot of Simca in 
France.  
 

The bodywork of a Babiole looked exactly like a traditional farm tractor 
but with long flat tin mudguards, there are also air grills to the radiator 
in what was now the front of the vehicle.  
 

Several hundred of their Vignoble Tracteur (Vineyard tractor) were 
manufactured. Many surviving Kettenkrad owe their existence to this 
production extension. 

N S U  H K 1 0 1  S D K F Z  2  K E T T E N K R A D  

Weird Post War Modification 

Under GI Control: Normandy 1944 



Here are a selection of surviving 

Kettenkrad. IThe vehicle below is in 

Norway and was recently returned to 

the owner after being stolen (to order) 

from a local museum. 
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65 years Later: Survivors 
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It is currently estimated that (in 2009) there are approximately 500 
surviving Kettenkrads. This is a surprisingly high number  when 
compared to other German military vehicles.  
 

The high number of survivors is mainly due to the re-activation of 
the production line in 1946 and the usefulness of the vehicle. 
Farmers used them and kept them long after the war and this pro-
vides the collector a rich source of vehicles to choose from.  
 

Occasionally vehi-
cles are discov-
ered in farmers 
barns even today 
and a kettenkrad 
was even found in 
a bush in a Rus-
sian forest. If you 
are very lucky you 
might even dig 
one up. 

This particular Kettenkrad 
was recently found in 
France.  
 

Post-War modified into a 
farm tractor it is thought 
this particular vehicle is an 
original pre-production 
vehicle. If this is actually 
the case it would make it a 
very rare specimen in-
deed. 
 

Restoration is progressing very well as seen in these additional 
photographs. 

This Kettenkrad was recently 
(2008) bought from a farmer in 
Italy for only 3000 euros or about 
£2700. This Kettenkrad still re-
tains its original battery, front 
wheel & tyre and original engine.  
 

Hopefully this will probably 
emerge as one of the most origi-
nal vehicles in existence any-
where. 



More survivors.  

Top is the kettenkrad currently owned 

since 2006 by Philip Turland.  

A magnificent restoration project is the 

vehicle dug-up in France. 
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65 years Later: Parts for the Restorer 
It would seem natural to conclude that 65 years after the production line 

came to a halt that parts for surviving Kettenkrads would be very hard to 

obtain.  
 

Well in some respects this is true, some parts are very rare and if located 

are very expensive. Parts are occasionally discovered and placed on various 

internet sites for sale. Whilst helpful in providing a source of some items 

they are few and far between, 

and due to their rarity they 

are generally extremely ex-

pensive.  
 

The restorer today faces 

these challenges and some-

times he can get lucky and 

grab a bargain. Salvation how-

ever for many kettenkrad 

owners is at hand and from a 

very unlikely source.  
 

The once hotly contested battleground of Czechoslovakia which was con-

quered in the opening stages of WWII now provides the Kettenkrad owner 

with a source of well made and relatively in-expensive parts for his vehicle. 

Lehar Military Vehicles produces almost everything required, ranging from 

track needle bearings to locker boxes, instrument panels to tow hitches and 

even new manufacture hulls are now beginning to be manufactured. SKZ-

OLD also in Czechoslovakia 

produces additional small 

items providing the restorer 

with an alternate should one 

supplier let him down.  
 

Track pads can be obtained 

from Poland and road-wheel 

tyres can be imported from 

Germany. Many of the nuts 

and bolts are easily obtained 

locally from your hardware 

store and engine parts are 

easily available from your local motor factors. 
 

If originality is your passion then parts are a little more difficult to obtain. 

Scouring Ebay and continental flea markets and militaria fairs are really the 

only option nowadays.  

This Kettenkrad currently 
resident in the UK was 
purchased from the Nor-
wegien Postal Service who 
cared for it and ran it regu-
larly for over 60 years until 
purchased by Andie Scor-
gie. Andie sold ―little 
Oscar‖ in 2008 and after a 
major service it is up for 
sale again at 90,000 euros 
or as a swop for a Ferrari! 

Above: owned by the Sdkfz Foundation. 

Lubricants 

Reduction Drives 0.225 Litres each EP80W 

Differential 1.0 Litre of EP80W 

Transmission Oil 1.2 Litres of EP80W 

Engine Oil 3.2 Litres of SAE 15W-40 



“From the Russian Steppes to the 

Forests of the Ardenne” 

Holding The Eastern Front 

Retreat Through Paris 
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The Eastern Front was where the Kettenkrad was found in the greatest 
numbers. The terrible winters caused vehicles to freeze and the spring 
thaws resulted in swamp-like 
conditions. Throughout these 
extremes in temperatures and 
ground condition the Kettenkrad 
still managed to continue. The 
excellent power to weight ration 
and the low ground pressures 
enabled the Kettenkrad to literally 
go where other vehicles and 
sometimes men on foot could not 
go.  
 

Here we see a German officer 
using a KK to inspect his troops. 

I believe this particular photograph was taken during the German Army 
retreat through Paris in August 1944. I cannot be certain of this du to 
the lack of background references. However that is not why I included 
this image. 2 reasons for it’s inclusion. Firstly note the boxlike super-
structure fitted to the locker 
boxes. This is a storage 
box for ammunition and 
came in 2 sizes. Whilst not 
fitted to all KK it was a pro-
vision on all of them.  
 

Secondly notice the small 
tow-bar on the front fork 
assembly. This is very Non-
Standard. 

 
The Kettenkrad saw service in 
every theatre ranging from the 
deserts of North Africa to the 
mountains of Italy. From the , 
Russian steppes to the forests 
of the Ardenne.  
 

From 1941 through to the end 
of the war in Europe the Ket-
tenkrad plied it’s trade, supply-
ing troops with food and am-
munition and spearheading 
reconnaissance units.  
 

Here are only a few of the 
many wartime photographs 
taken of the Kettenkrad. 

Wartime Galleries 1 
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Above: Undergoing trials 

Below: In action on the Eastern 

Front in Winter Camouflage 

Above: Towing an Arado 234 

Below: Captured In France, A GI  Poses 

for the camera 



JET OPERATIONS “The Last Gasps 

of the Luftwaffe” 

North African Inferno 

Jets Operations 1944/45 
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One of the disadvantages of the Kettenkrad was it’s lack of armour. The 
driver is completely un-protected from any sort of enemy fire.  
 

This famous photograph shows what happened to a Kettenkrad when 
hit. The fuel load immedi-
ately explodes covering the 
driver in blazing fuel.  
 

This happened somewhere 
in North Africa.  
 

My suspicion is this was 
set-up just for the camera 
as I don’t think the locker 
box lids would be blown 
open by the force of the 
explosion 

One of the last tasks allocated to this versatile little vehicle was that of 
an aircraft tug.  
 

Ideally suited for use on 
either rough fields or tar-
mac runways the Ket-
tenkrad saw ―action‖ dur-
ing the last gasps of the 
Luftwaffe. It was used to 
tow the famous Me 262 
jet fighters from  their 
dispersals to their start-up 
areas thus saving vital jet
-fuel. 

This was a single axle 2 wheel trailer. The wheels were common to the 
Kettenkrad and it was provided with handles for un-hitching and turning.  
 

Length (inc drawbar):  1.86m Height:   848 mm 
Width:    1.0m Un-laden weigth:  110 kg 
Gross weight :   460 kg Payload:  350 kg 

Ground clearance:  250 mm 
 

Electrical connections taken from the rear superstructure of the Kettenk-
rad through a multi-pin 
socket provided power to 
a rear Notek blackout 
light and standard Hella 
tail-lights.  
 

The trailer was amphibi-
ous and used the same 
torsion bar suspension 
as the Kettenkrad. 
 

These trailers are rare 
today and sell for as 
much as £5000. 
 

The Kettenkrad Sd.Anh.1 Trailer  
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Above: Kettenkrad of the 24th Pz Division in 

Russia 1941 or 42  

Below: A column of Kettenkrads with Trailers  

Above: Badly damaged & abandoned on an 

airfield  

Below: Severe Winter weather but life must go on  

Fully Restored Sd.Anh 1 Trailer owned by 
Andreas Melhorn.  
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YEAR 

 
NSU 

 
STOEWER 

NSU  
(POST-WAR ) 

1940 124 -   

1941  420  -   

1942  985  -   

1943  2450  10  

1944  4490  1996   

1945  401  96  

1946  -  -  200 APPROX. 

1947 - -  350 APPROX. 

TOTALS  8870 1302 550  

CHASSIS  
NUMBERS 

110001 
TO 

118870   

410001 
TO 

411302 

1 
TO 
550 

 
 

Dimensions   

 Overall Length  3,000 mm 

 Overall Width  1,000 mm 

 Height  1,200 mm 

 Track Width  816 mm 

 Steering Angle  Approx. 65 deg 

 Smallest Turning  Radius  Approx. 4m 

 Castor of Front  Wheel  Approx. 35mm 

 Ground Clearance  Approx. 230mm 

 Wading Depth  Approx. 440mm 

 

 

Weights   

 Combat Weight  1,560 kg 

 Net Weight, ready for use  1,235 kg 

 Payload, Inc Driver  325 kg 

 Weight on Front Wheel  95 kg 

 Weight on Tracks  1,465 kg 

Specific Ground Pressure on Firm ground  3.75 kg/cm2 

Specific Ground Pressure on  soft ground   0.61 kg/cm2 

Above: The General Inspecting troops 

Below: Captured in running condition 

Above: Missing outer Road-wheels   

Below: More supply duties  

 

This image illustrates the second 
production variant of the Kettenk-
rad the Sd kfz 2/1 which carried 
two large field telephone cable 
reels.  
 

Here this vehicle is missing the 
front mudguard together with the 
Notek blackout light. It also 
seems to be carrying motorcycle 
panniers and is towing the 
Sd.Anh 1 trailer. 



Saving Private Ryan 
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Several Kettenkrad feature 
in the movie ―Saving Pri-
vate Ryan‖.  
 

Some excellent footage of 
working vehicles indicate 
the versatility and maneu-
verability of the Kettenkrad. 
 
In the movie the kettenrad 
is referred to as a rabbit 
and is used to lure the at-
tacking German troops into 
the town where they can 
be engaged by the ―ad-
hoc‖ mixed unit led by Tom 
Hanks.  

There are a number excellent publications on the Kettenkrad, the most 
recent of which is the Tankograd publication which provides superb 
photographic coverage together with a detailed technical background.  
 

Other publications include ―The Kettenkrad‖ by Friedhelm Abel and the 
Wings & Wheels publication ―Kettenkrad in Detail‖. This latter book is 
invaluable for anyone wanting to build a model of the Kettenkrad or 
restore a vehicle. The Friedhelm Abel book is more of a stop-gap publi-
cation. It does not have the in-depth technical feel of the Tankograd 
publication and none of the detailed photographic coverage of the 
Wings & Wheels publication. Most of the pictures contained within it 
are of poor quality and most have been published before. One of the 
most interesting photographs is that showing the 5 seat Kettenkrad.  
 

Occasionally Kettenkrads may be seen in movies. The most remem-
bered feature is shown below. Other films have contained Kettenkrad’s 
but these are generally tucked away in the background and tend not to 
do anything but scene dress for action taking place around them. 
 

 

Books &  Movies & Models 
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Over the years several manufacturers have released models of the Ket-
tenkrad, some good and some bad or very bad. Tamiya and Dragon 
have released models in 
various scale.  
 

1/35th scale seems to 
have been the most popu-
lar but now 1/48, 1/9th & 
even 1/6th scale models 
are available to compli-
ment the range of action 
figures also available.  

Kettenkrad Models 



The next Beech Restorations 
Profile will feature the T-6/
Harvard series of aircraft. It will 
outline the design concepts, pro-
duction build data and service 
life.  
 

Ben Brown the author of the pro-
file will illustrate and explain the 
function of the aircraft in such a 
way that the reader will not be 
able to put the profile down. 
 

Lavishly furnished with excellent 
period and contemporary photo-
graphs, complimented with up-to 
date information on survivors on 
this one of the iconic aircraft of 
the 30’s, 40’s and 50’s.  
 

A true ―Pilot Maker‖ the T-6 se-
ries still soldiers on some 70 plus 
years after first flight. 
 

Go with us into the World of the 
WWII pilot trainee and fly with us 
back into history. 
 

Profile publication date expected 
to be September 09. 

Beech Restorations 

SRA Hangar 

Bruntingthorpe Proving Ground 

Bruntingthorpe 

Near Lutterworth.  

Leicestershire. LE17 5QS 

Phone:  07737 005018 

Fax:    01604 492946 

E-mail: Philip.studfast@btconnect.com 

Beech Restorations specialize in Beech 18 and T-6/
Harvard series aircraft restoration. We have many 
years of combined experience of restoration and can 
competitively undertake any restoration project you 
may be considering. Further to this we are able to 
undertake routine maintenance and complete strip-
ping and painting service. 
 

Beech Restorations Vehicle 

Profiles 

Next Profile 

‘Saving Their Past for Your Future’ 

We’re on the Web! 
example.microsoft.com 

Illustrated are several of the 
Beech Restorations current pro-
jects. At right is the rear fuselage 
of T-6D G-CCOY. This aircraft is 
currently in long term storage.  
 

Below right is Beech Restoration 
own T-6G. This aircraft is awaiting 
fuel tanks and piping prior to the 
commencement of electrical wir-
ing. 

 

Above is Beech Restoration 
Beech 18 G-BKRN. Currently 
having headlining installed this 
project is expected to be com-
pleted sometime in 2009. 
 

Right we see Beech N2500 re-
cently returned to Australia after a 
complete Re-Spray by BR 

The T-6 Texan/Harvard 

Here seen during take-off for 

a pleasure or air experience 

flight. 


